As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse selection of thoughtfully designed kitchen and bath faucets, showerheads, accessories, bath safety products and kitchen sinks for residential and commercial applications each delivering the best possible combination of meaningful innovation, useful features, and lasting value.
As our standard faucet line, the Chateau collection provides the Moen quality and traditional styling at an unbelievable value.

Available in Standard Chrome and Optional Brushed Chrome finishes.
Options

VA87015 SOLIDAD
High Arc Kitchen Faucet
• Dual Lever
• With spray
• Avail: Chrome / Brushed

7594 ARBOR
High Arc Kitchen Faucet
• Single Lever
• Pull Out spray
• Avail: Chrome / Black/ Brushed

5995 ARBOR
High Arc Bar Faucet
• Single Lever
• Pull Out Spray
• Avail: Chrome / Brushed

4904 Chateau
Bar Faucet
• Single Lever
• Avail: Chrome/ Brushed

6410 EVA
High Arc Vanity
• Dual lever
• Avail: Chrome / Brushed
Homeowners are looking for stylish and thoughtfully designed products for their bathrooms that will still look refined and on-trend for years to come.

With the new Voss collection, we wanted to deliver a full bath suite that promises high quality and attention to detail leaving consumers satisfied with their selection now and well into the future.

-Ann Pringle, product manager - wholesale bath, Moen.
The Banbury traditional bath collection is available in Chrome and Bronze finishes.

The timeless, traditional styling of the Moen® Banbury® collection sets a tone that is both classic and sensible. Offering a complete suite of kitchen and bathroom faucets, showering options and accessories, Banbury is the perfect option to create a seamless look throughout the home.
Personal Style

We are committed to building quality homes that enhance the way you live. That is why we are proud to offer Moen faucets and suites.

Whether Traditional or Modern, Classic or Contemporary, Moen has something to fit your personal Style.

For more information visit: www.MOEN.com